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After the successful stage of the 10th AFOB Regional Symposium (ARS) in the University of Dhaka,
Bangladesh, held in Jan 27-29, 2018, the AFOB Bangladesh region earmarked its presence in the AFOB
Global map. It was a herculean effort for the local Organizing Committee to make it happen only in a
four-month notice from the Central Board that saw participation of 313 people with 61 attending from
overseas. The Vice President of the region, Professor M Mozammel Hoq presented a report on the 10th
ARS in the 13th Board meeting of AFOB held on Jan 2019 at Incheon, Korea, and was appreciated by
members. Meanwhile, the local Executive Committee took proactive measures for its growth and
sustainability in Bangladesh, and outlined a roadmap for flourishing Biotechnology countrywide in the
form of organizing seminars and workshop on one hand, and networking with regional and global
partners on the other. In this connection, the committee decided to invite three local biotech-related
professional bodies to become AFOB’s institutional members.
A three-member delegate, led by Professor Hoq, attended the first workshop of the Young Asian
Biological Engineers’ Community (YABEC) West, one of AFOB’s flagship activities, held on 29-30
April, 2019 at the Department of Biotechnology,
IIT, Kharagpur, India. Other two members of
the team were Professor MA Mazid and Dr.
Mustak Ibn Ayub.
While Professor Hoq
delivered the keynote address on Wealth
Creation in Asia Using Biotechnology
Innovation, Professor Mazid chaired a panel
discussion on start-ups and commercialization of
biotechnology products. Dr. Ayub, in his talk,
highlighted the challenges young researchers are
facing in the field of Biotechnology and a
possible way out directions. The meeting
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along with Dr. Dey of India (3rd from left).
participants from Bangladesh, India and Nepal.
Dr. Ayub, Assistant Professor of the Department of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, University
of Dhaka, Bangladesh was nominated as a coordinator of YABEC West and country representative from
Bangladesh. The workshop ended with a one-year roadmap of collaboration including students exchange,
research collaborations, workshops and regional conference in the coming years.

